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India Youth For Society (IYFS) concentrated on
cleanup drivers, plastic pollution & marine pollution
controlling measures in 2019-21. Collaborations
with Greater Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation
(GVMC), Rotary Club, Lions Club and other small
groups gave us good results. Especially, we see behavioural change in the public. People say ‘good
bye’ to ‘throw-away’ culture.
Success in brief:
Organized 137 cleanup drives and collected 400 tons
of garbage from beach & public areas and rejuvenated 3 water tanks in 2019-20
Scaled up the recycling plant and associated with
Lions in establishing a plastic collection centre at
their premises Introduced ‘Plastic Parlours’ concept
in 2021 in association with GVMC and APPCB.

Coastal Cleanup is designed with
4C concept to prevent marine pollution
Coastal Cleanup: Morning hours (6 a.m. – 8 a.m.)
is dedicated for cleanup. Volunteers from different
areas participate in the drive.
Citizens Participation: Awareness about the hazards
created by discarded plastics; the team defines
‘awareness’ as behavioural change of plastics consumption (plastics consumption to be reduced).
Cloth Bags: The cheapest available alternative for
plastic bags is a cloth bag. In addition to the cloth
bags, paper bags & steel items are being promoted
by our team.
Collection & Recycling: The best solution for the
plastic pollution is recycling (Proper Handling of
Plastic Waste, Recycling Process & Production of
garbage bins for free supply). In collaboration with
the local municipality, a recycling plant has been
established.

Heritage Site Cleaning Programme on Jan 4, 2020
A tonne of glass bottles and 650 kgs of plastic waste
was collected from around one kilometre stretch of
Erra Matti Dibbalu. Picnickers and public litter the
place whenever they visit the fragile geo-heritage site,
which is in need of protection. The clean-up initiative
was taken up by heritage and environment activist
Sohan Hatangadi and Jayshree Hatangadi in association with NGO India Youth for Society (IYFS).
Jan 10, 2020: Thotla Konda was cleaned by several
groups in response to our call. The team was assisted
by B K Agarwal, photographer and Captain Kali Prasad. Volunteers from Indian Navy led by Lt. Sam
from INS Kalinga, several students from St Joseph’s
College NSS wing led by Rajesh, assistant professor
history, Junior Chamber International (JCI) led by Dr
Sheetal, NGO Green Face Society led by Ratna Latha
and Sudha and representatives from Indian Dental
Association, Vizag chapter, participated.

Feb 15, 2020: For about 46 students & faculty of
Bankura Zilla Saradamani Mahila Mahavidyapith
(bankura District Govt Women's College), Dept of
Geography, have joined hands in cleaning the beach
this morning. Satish of Kalam Dream Labs, Poosapati Vijaya Ramaraju, Chandan Achary have participated.

The team made their observations in regard to the
noise pollution, cleanliness and traffic in the city.
They also would be visiting Aruku to make a survey
about the tourism facilities. India Youth For Society
was happy to see other states joining to see clean
beaches.
Mudasrolva reservoir and Kailasagiri hill were
cleaned.

